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Perspective

Importance of the maintenance of temporary ponds in arid clim
for the recharge of groundwater
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In a recent article inComptes rendus Geoscience,
Martin-Rosales and Leduc [3] report on their obs
vations of the dynamic behaviour of a large temp
rary pond in Southwest Niger, at Banizoumbou. T
is an endorheic area, where runoff accumulates
series of ponds, occasionally connected by tempo
streams, in case of heavy storms; the water then di
pears through infiltration and evaporation. Favrea
al. [2] have already described the general hydrolog
functioning of such systems and found that recha
to the aquifers is presently increasing, as shown
the rising water levels in the aquifers, despite the
served reduction of rainfall in the region over the l
30 years. This phenomenon was reported as ear
the mid seventies or early eighties, e.g., by Alber
[1]. This is explained by an increase in runoff due
a more intensive agricultural exploitation of the so
reducing its natural protection by the endemic vege
tion, and leaving it uncovered a longer portion of t
time. This increase in runoff also increases erosion
sediment transport. In the same region, Taupin e
[4] have examined the spatial and temporal variabi
of the isotopic composition of rainfall and of groun
water, from which they were able to provide estima
of recharge, and to confirm its increase through p
infiltration, over the last decades.

The role of ponds in increasing aquifer recharge
been known for a long time, and it is reported th
they were used already in Roman times, e.g., in No
Africa. In southern India, for instance, each sm
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stream is most of the time cut by a very ancient sm
earth dam, called Erys, which fills up during the mo
soon, and dries out in the dry season. The water is u
for irrigation downstream, but also infiltrates throu
the bottom of the small reservoir, and recharges
aquifer below, which is exploited by wells. Before t
British colonisation, these structures were maintai
by the local communities, and the silt that accum
lated in the reservoirs was removed and used eithe
making bricks or as fertilisers in the fields. This ma
tenance has slowly been abandoned, and the Ery
now almost totally impervious. Because of the pres
increased use of groundwater for irrigation, the wa
levels in the aquifers are dropping, and several p
grammes have been set up by the Government of I
to restore the infiltration in the Erys, by removing t
silt every year.

The findings by Martin-Rosales and Leduc [3] a
interesting because they address the issue of the s
of these ponds. In the case that they have studied
emptying of the pond by infiltration is initially rapid
for any given year, but diminishes over time, at ea
new rainfall event, due to the increasing silting of t
pond. However, in this arid climate, once the rainy s
son is over, the ponds become empty and the silt d
and is removed by wind erosion from the outer ring
the pond, but not from its centre, where it is too th
and where the clogging by fine sediments is perm
nent. Bricks are also made out of these sediments
only a small fraction of the yearly sediment input
removed this way. The following year, infiltration in
this outer ring is possible, and the initial recharge
the aquifer is rapid again, despite the absence of
hed by Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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artificial desilting by man. However, over an obser
tion period of 7 years, the authors found a constant
slow decrease of the recharge rate, most likely du
insufficient natural desilting by the wind.

With the increased demand for groundwater and
likely reduction of rainfall in most semi-arid areas d
to the greenhouse effect, it is of utmost importance
manage the hydrological cycle for optimal use of
resources. Increasing the recharge to the aquifer
a better management of the ponds (whether natur
man-made) will have to include the control of erosi
(to slow down the accumulation of silt in the pond
but also artificial silt removal, if the natural proce
of wind erosion as observed by Martin-Rosales a
Leduc [3] is not efficient enough.
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